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Introduction

For 50 years, Cyrenians (a Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation (SCIO), registered charity 
number SC011052) has served those on the edge; working with the homeless and vulnerable to trans-
form their lives.

Our Vision is an inclusive society in which we all have the opportunities to live valued and fulfilled lives. 
We work to make that vision a reality though our Mission to support people excluded from family, 
home, work or community on their life journey.

We aim to offer consistently excellent service across all locations and in all our activities. Our way of 
working is built on our four core values:

Compassion: We believe that everyone should have the chance to change, no matter how long that 
might take.

Respect: We believe in tolerance, acceptance, valuing diversity and treating each other as equals.

Integrity: We are committed to the highest quality of work, grounded in honesty, generosity, sincerity 
and professionalism.

Innovation: We are willing to take risks, challenge convention and be very creative in our search for 
new ways of working, in particular by taking account of the environmental impact of our decisions.

We support 11000+ people through 44 projects across 7 local authorities and 3 national services
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General

Over the last 5 years Cyrenians has taken 
the strategic view of investing in diversifying 
our income sources as a way of increasing 
our stability in challenging financial times. 
Increasing our net income from trading activity 
in ways which still speak of our core values and 
purpose is core to this strategy. 

As we embark on our next 5 year plan we 
want to increase and build the commercial 
expertise within our senior team to allow us 
to further diversify our funding and increase 
our unrestricted reserves through our social 
enterprises and fundraising to allow us to meet 
our ambitious strategic aims.

Our key strategic Aims over the next 5 years as 
an organisation are to:

Reduce the number of people who 
experience homelessness. 

Increase support for values-led, trusted 
relationship based services across all 

sectors.

Build community and communities in all 
we do.

Put the voice of lived experience at the 
heart of public debate about homelessness 

and its causes.

Grow our resilience by investing in 
nurturing our people and increasing the 

breadth and diversity of our support.
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The newly created Director of Commercial and Trading Services role will be a critical leadership role 
with the key objectives to: 

1. Conduct a full review of Cyrenians Commercial and Trading Services and set out recommendations 
for the strategic direction of this work.

2. Increase the unrestricted reserves of Cyrenians.

3. Strategically build our Commercial Services to deliver unrestricted reserves though:

a. Building successful and sustainable social enterprises

b. Ensuring the viability and extension of our services with trading

c. Increase our fundraising through all sources

d. Identify, develop and deliver new and/or alternative sources of generating unrestricted reserves

4. Building greater awareness of the organisation and what we deliver in both corporate, private and
public sectors.

5. Continue to build awareness and understanding across the organisation of the work and benefits
of all areas within commercial services, ensuring they remain integrated with the organisation and
its values as a whole.
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As this is a new role, the incumbent will have the opporrtunity to genuinely shape and mould the 
position from the outset. 

As part of the Leadership Team, the Director of Commercial and Trading Services will have a key role in 
delivering our overall strategy in line with the 2020 -25 Five Year Plan and Annual Plans. 

The financial projection for 2020/21 indicates that Cyrenians’ Social Businesses will generate in excess 
of £500k of income and will set a fundraising expectation of circa £350k.  The role will initially be 
responsible for teams totalling circa 20-25 staff and 5 direct reports.  The role will have responsibility 
for reviewing all aspects of commercial and trading services and for setting the strategic direction 
including any required structural changes. 

As part of the Leadership Team, the Director of Commercial and Trading Operations will have a key role 
in delivering our overall strategy in line with the 2020-25 Five Year Plan and Annual Plans. The post-
holder will make a significant contribution to strengthen Cyrenians’ sense of identity both internally 
and externally, modelling the ethos of the charity through values-led and relationship-based dynamic 
leadership and by being accountable for the development and delivery of the parts of the organisation 
within their responsibility.

This post will report to the Chief Executive and will be expected to work in close collaboration with 
other members of the Leadership Team, all Senior and Service Managers as well as with all staff within 
their team.
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Responsibilities

1. Deliver Social Businesses which generate profits:

• Focus on excellence in all service delivery by promoting a culture of continuous improvement and
best practice within services

• Ensure systems are in place for sales, financial and other necessary data capture to provide as
close to real-time information as possible, so staff are able to achieve high quality, locally-based
empowered decision-making

• Develop best practice by researching relevant opportunities, disseminating information and
delegating relevant tasks to appropriate managers

• Ensure clear, professional and consistent management of services through use of our robust
policies and procedures

• Deliver a significant net increase in commercial income from Cyrenians’ Social Enterprises in line
with Trustee-approved targets

• Have overall accountability for Enterprise budgets, supporting Service Managers to: manage
both income and expenditure, report on progress against income and expenditure budgets on a
monthly basis and communicate with the Finance Manager on variances or concerns on a timely
basis

• Work with the Senior Relationships Manager to ensure we secure sufficient funds to cover any
operational and development funding gaps as required

• Improve the marketing of products and services within each business and raise the positive profile
of Cyrenians with all key stakeholders

• Responsible for Health and Safety across all Social Businesses and ensure Service Managers are
fully supported in their delegated responsibilities relating to Health & Safety matters

• Work with colleagues to ensure Social Businesses are integrated with other Cyrenians’ services and
projects to maximise opportunities to achieve our corporate objectives

2. Direct the Relationships Services to ensure we  continually work towards our strategic aims:
again, promoting a culture of continuous improvement and best practice:

• Provide strategic direction to the Senior Relationships Manager to enable most effective delivery
of our strategic aims in line with our 5 year plan including:

i. relationship-building

ii. sustained income generation

iii. our internal & external marketing and communications

• Have overall accountability for relationships budgets with full support of the Senior Relationships
Manager for this budgetary control
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• Work with colleagues to ensure relationships services are integrated with other Cyrenians services
and projects to maximise opportunities to achieve our corporate objectives

3. Ensure impact is properly evidenced and marketed to a wide audience

• Lead the development of monitoring and evaluation systems within Social Businesses and
Relationships to best demonstrate effectiveness

• Ensure impact data produced is powerful, beneficial and relevant for the respective audiences

• Ensure that our Customer Relationship Management system and data management generally is
current and effective to support the marketing function within Relationships

4. Manage and develop staff within their remit to achieve excellence in all areas of performance

• Ensure managers and other staff comply with organisational HR policies and within employment
law

• Ensure resources within services are managed professionally and within budget, delegating
responsibilities to managers and other staff as appropriate and provide the required level of support

• Lead on the annual planning process for Social Businesses as a whole and for each individual
enterprise

• Provide direction and strategic support on the annual planning process for Relationships

• Line management responsibility for Head of Social Projects with Trading, Senior Relationships
Manager, Enterprise Managers and Enterprise Support Co-ordinator, ensuring they have the skills
and learning opportunities to be highly effective in their roles

5. Provide dynamic values-based leadership

• Live out Cyrenians values in every aspect of the role and the relationships upon which it is founded

• Develop and articulate a strategic vision for Cyrenians Commercial and Trading Services, which
you are able to lead your team to plan and deliver once agreed

• As part of the Leadership Team contribute to the organisation’s capacity for working effectively,
learning from past experiences and from new insights

• Be a team-builder across all aspects of the work required

• Give clarity of objectives and outcomes and provide strong person-centred support to those
involved in each area of responsibility

• Constantly connect the operational and the strategic, service delivery and agreed outcomes

There is scope for the post-holder to contribute over and above these tasks based on the knowledge, 
skills and experience they bring with them.  
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Person Specification

Knowledge and Experience 

Strategic Leadership of a diverse range of business assets Essential

Strategic planning and Budgeting for business units in the context of the wider 
organisational goals

Essential

Has led delivery of strategic objectives and outcomes through their team(s) Essential

Stakeholder engagement and management Essential

Proven communicator experienced at Board, Team and Client level Essential

Commercial acumen and financially astute Essential

Experience of working in or with purpose-led organisation Desirable 

Evidence of a commitment to continued self-improvement Desirable 

Ability to contribute as a key member of the senior leadership team taking an 
organisational wide approach within a matrix structure.    

Desirable 

Values and attributes 

A Clear understanding of what it means to work within Cyrenians shared values of 
Compassion, Respect, Integrity and Innovation to achieve Cyrenians’ mission 

Essential

An innovative thinker and problem solver Essential

Growth mindset Essential

Curious and empathetic Essential

Respectful of and patient with all people, whatever their background or presenting 
behaviour 

Essential

Good self-awareness and self-management Essential

Able to make effective decisions, understand their consequences and be able to 
follow these through for the good of the overall organisation

Essential
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Terms & Conditions

Employer Cyrenians 

Accountability Cyrenians Board of Trustees (via the Chief Executive of Cyrenians) 

Line Manager Chief Executive 

Liaison with Leadership Team, Senior and Service Managers, other Enterprise staff

Workplace Based in either Falkirk or Edinburgh with visits to other Cyrenians locations 
within east central Scotland 

Working Hours 37 hours per week

Annual Leave 25 days plus 10 public holidays

Salary TBC

Pension Auto-enrolment into Qualifying Workplace Pension Scheme (QWPS) which 
is a Group Stakeholder Pension Scheme – current contributions being 5% 
employee and 3% employer. Option of enhanced Employer contributions to 
the same QWPS of 6% initially, rising to 9% after 2 years and 12% after 5 years 
(subject to employee contributions of 6%)

Status Permanent

Disclosure Not required

Further Information

For further information or a confidential discussion, please contact Ailsa Sutherland on:
 
fwb@fwbparkbrown.com
 

Or alternatively, you can contact our Edinburgh office by phone on  +44 131 539 7087.



FWB Park Brown 

T: +44 (0)131 539 7087

www.fwbparkbrown.com




